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Abstract—In
software-defined
networking
(SDN),
network rules are installed in ternary content-addressable
memory (TCAM). TCAM is a scarce and expensive resource
which is a bottleneck for scaling SDN. Rule distribution is
a strategy to solve the TCAM shortage problem, which decomposes a large table stored at network ingress into a number
of smaller sub-tables and distributes them across network
switches. Rule distribution includes two sub-problems, sub-table
allocation, and table decomposition. Sub-table allocation is
to guarantee that each flow path passes all the partitioned
sub-tables and maximize the number of partitioned sub-tables
(for reducing the size of sub-tables). Table decomposition
problem is to partition a large rule table into a number of
balanced sub-tables and reduce the rules overhead. In this paper,
we propose a sub-table allocation algorithm and size-balancing
sub-table partition algorithm. Simulation results show that the
performance of both algorithms is better than previous works
in terms of reducing the TCAM entries used in each switch.
Index Terms—Rule distribution, software-defined networking,
ternary content-addressable memory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OFTWARE-DEFINED Networking (SDN) [1], [2], a new
network paradigm, decouples the network control plane
from the network forwarding plane. The network can be seen
as a single entity that eases the development of new network
policies and simplifies network management. In SDN, the
central controller manages the network by installing rules,
which implement network policies in the underlying switches.
Therefore, for different applications that produce various policies, the underlying switches can act as routers, firewalls,
traffic load balancers, etc. However, these application policies lead to many low-level rules which will quickly occupy
rule space of underlying switches and cause rule space shortage problem. In modern Ethernet switches or routers, rules
are stored in Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM).
TCAM can execute parallel comparison on all rule entries
simultaneously and hence speeds up forwarding plane process rate. However, TCAM has limited space which can only
support thousand or tens of thousands of rules [3]. TCAM
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also suffers from high power consumption and high heat generation. Compared to SRAM, TCAM consumes more than
100 times more power [4].
Previous works proposed to utilize TCAM resources efficiently can be divided into three categories, which are
table compression [5]–[7], rules caching [8]–[12], and rule
distribution [13]–[21]. Table compression compresses rules
entries in TCAM by replacing the bits in their matching fields with wildcard bits (*). Rule caching caches the
most popular rules on TCAM while directing the “cache
miss” packets to software switches [11]. Rule distribution
includes two steps, table decomposition, and sub-table allocation. Table decomposition partitions the rule table in a single switch into sub-tables, while sub-table allocation distributes the sub-tables over the whole network to reduce
the number of rules stored in a single network switch (i.e.,
sub-table allocation). In this paper, we focus on the rule
distribution.
To guarantee the global action of the network is unchanged,
each rule-distribution-based approach should have the following two properties:
(1) Order-oblivious: the accessing order of the subtables/rules does not change the result of global action
in the network [20].
(2) Semantically-invariant: the global action of the network
is the same as the one taken when using the initial single
large table [20].
According to the discussion above, the table decomposition
is to partition the table of rules with order-oblivious property (e.g., access control list which reside at an individual
network ingress switch) into a number of smaller sub-tables.
Rules without order-oblivious property, e.g., rules should only
be placed at the ingress switches (e.g., firewall policy) or
rules specify a switch port, is not considered in this paper.
The sub-table allocation is to determine the maximum number of sub-tables (i.e., m) and make sure that each packet
in the network can travel all the m different sub-tables, so
semantically-invariant property is held (i.e., lookup results of
each packet will be equivalent to the single lookup at an
individual network ingress switch). The sub-table allocation
problem is NP-hard. It can be reduced to a Rainbow Path
Coloring problem [20]. Given a network G = (V, E), a flow
path set P, the Rainbow Path Coloring Problem is to find
a maximum set of colors C such that each flow path p ∈ P has
at least one node of each color in C. A flow path denotes the
path that a flow pass through the network and a flow consists
of packets with the same source node and the same destination
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node. Semantically-invariant property is held by guaranteeing
each flow path pass all sub-tables.
The main challenge in the table decomposition problem is
to balance the size of each sub-table and reduce rule redundancy produced after the table decomposition. To minimize the
TCAM usage of each single switch, we balance the sub-table
size (i.e., minimize the maximum sub-table size). However,
balancing the sub-table-size may result in more table decompositions (i.e., increase rule redundancy), which increases the
total network TCAM usage. Note that for each switch, at
most one single sub-table is assigned. Similarly, to reduce the
TCAM usage of a single switch, the number of sub-tables
should be maximized. Since each flow path should travel all
sub-tables, the length of the shortest path (i.e., the number of
switches in the shortest path) is an obvious upper bound on
the number of sub-tables, i.e., m. To optimize the value of m,
the switches in the same shortest flow path should be assigned
distinct sub-tables.
In this paper, we propose a Sub-table Allocation (SA) algorithm to maximize the number of sub-tables (i.e., the number
of colors). The simulation results show that SA algorithm
is close to the optimal solution in small network topology,
and SA algorithm can obtain more colors than state of the
art, 1-Greedy algorithm [20] and 2-Greedy algorithms [20]
regardless of the topology size. The time complexity of
SA algorithm is O(n2 ), which is equal to the O(n2 f ) of the
1-Greedy algorithm and lower than the O(n3 f ) of the 2-Greedy
algorithm, where n is the number of switches and f is the
number of flow paths in the network.
For the table decomposition problem, we propose a Sizebalancing Sub-table Partition (SSP) algorithm to decompose
the rule table into m balanced sub-tables and reduce the rules
overhead. Here sub-table size is balanced if the size difference
between the largest sub-table and the smallest one is small. The
simulation results show that SSP algorithm can balance the
size of each sub-table and has lower rule overhead compared
to state of the art, PBD and PBD-Generalize schemes proposed
in [20]. The time complexity of SSP algorithm is O(mNr ),
which is equal to O(mNr ) of the PBD and the PBD-Generalize,
where Nr is the total number of rules and m is the number of
the decomposed sub-tables.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the related work of efficiently utilizing the TCAM
resources. In Section III, we describe our SA algorithm
and SSP algorithms in detail. In Section IV, we perform
the theoretical analysis. The simulation results are shown in
Section V. Finally, we give our conclusion in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we review the rules compression, rules
caching, and rules distribution approaches which are used to
tackle the problem of scarce TCAM resources. We mainly
focus on the rules distribution method used in our algorithm.
A. Rules Compression Approach
TCAM Razor [5] proposed a heuristic approach to minimize the number of rules stored in the TCAM of a network
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switch. TCAM Razor does not require modifying TCAM circuits or other packet processing hardware. Zhang et al. [6]
proposed a compressive method to store network forwarding state in SDN controller. This allows the controller to
detect the rule conflict or combine cache entries to optimize
the TCAM usage. Bit Weaving [7] proposed the first nonprefix compressive approach to compress the rules stored in
a TCAM. However, by using the rule compression approach,
two rules will be combined and their counter fields will
be merged as well. Therefore, the network controller cannot
obtain the flow count information of original rules.
B. Rules Caching Approach
Liu et al. [8] proposed an efficient caching scheme to handle
the problem of rapid growth size of Forwarding Information
Base (FIB). Their scheme can achieve high-hit ratio and process efficient cache update while preventing the catch-hidden
problem. Shelly et al. [9] proposed a heuristic algorithm by
caching the rules that match high entropy packet field in
Open vSwitch to increase packet forwarding performance. The
authors in DevoFlow [10] modify the model of OpenFlow and
use several wildcard rules in the TCAM to forward most of
the flows and only install exact-match rules for specific flow
in SRAM. Katta et al. [11] and Sheu and Chuo [12] both
utilize the hardware-software hybrid switch structure, which
stores high-hit ratio rules in the TCAM and low-hit ratio rules
in the software switches. However, rule caching approaches
in [11] and [12] take high time complexity to build the rule
dependency directed acyclic graph (DAG).
C. Rules Distribution Approach
The rule distributing approach includes hierarchical rule
distribution [13]–[15] and non-hierarchical rule distribution [16]–[21]. Switches in hierarchy scenario are assigned
different authority or capacity, while switches in non-hierarchy
scenario have the same authority and capacity. For hierarchical
rule distribution, vCRIB [13] advocates offloading rules from
hypervisors (i.e., virtual machine monitors) to switches to find
a feasible sub-table allocation. vCRIB can achieve optimal
resource usage between hypervisors and switches while minimizing traffic overhead. DIFANE [14] proposed to distribute
rules among several intermediate switches and cache rules
at ingress switches for new data flow. This approach can
help to utilize the rule space at ingress switches efficiently.
DomainFlow [15] divided the network into wildcard matching
domain and exact matching domain for utilizing the TCAM
resources efficiently.
For non-hierarchical rule distribution, Lin [16] proposed
an efficient rule distribution approach to balance the number of rules stored along with a path. However, they suffer
from rule dependency, which leads to incorrect packet matching (i.e., packets are incorrectly matched to the lower priority
rules while they should match the higher ones). In [17], the
table decomposition and sub-table allocation algorithms for
heterogeneous flow table environments are proposed. In other
words, different packet flows may need to travel different rules
set. Nguyen et al. [18] proposed an optimization problem
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to maximize the number of rules placed in the network
under memory and link capacity constraints. OFFICER [19]
proposed a linear optimization model for sub-table allocation
and they aimed at maximizing the carried traffic volume in the
network.
In Palette [20], rules which stored at an individual network
ingress switch are distributed across the network, such that
the switches in the network have smaller SDN sub-tables.
They divide this problem into two sub-problems. The first
sub-problem in [20] is to ensure that each flow path in the
network will travel all the partitioned rules (i.e., different subtables) such that the lookup results of each flow path will be
equivalent to the single lookup in the original large table. This
problem can be regarded as a Rainbow Path Coloring problem
that each sub-table represents a specific color, and each flow
path in the network should travel all type of colors. Since
maximizing the number of colors traveled by each flow path
is an NP-hard problem, the authors propose two greedy subtable allocation algorithms, i.e., 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy. The
shortest path should have a least sub-table assignment (since
each flow should pass all distinct sub-tables and each switch
has at most one sub-table). In other words, the length of the
shortest flow path (i.e., the number of switches in the shortest
path) is an upper bound on the number of colors (sub-tables).
Given a color, the 1-Greedy method will color an uncolored switch (i.e., the switch has not been assigned a sub-table)
which is passed by the maximum number of flow paths at
a time until all the flow paths have passed this color, then
1-Greedy will move on to the next color. The 1-Greedy method
will repeat above steps until all the switches have been colored
or the number of colors passed by each flow path is equal to
the length of the shortest flow path. Similarly, the 2-Greedy
method will color two uncolored switches which are passed
by the maximum number of flow paths at a time. However,
1-Greedy and 2-Greedy may color more than one switch in
the shortest flow path with the same color, which will decrease
the number of colors (sub-tables).
In table decomposition, Palette proposed Pivot Bit
Decomposition (PBD) to find a pivot column in the largest
table and partition the table into two smaller sub-tables in
each partition. However, when the target number of sub-tables
is not the power of two, the size of the sub-tables would
be imbalanced. Therefore, the authors proposed the PBDGeneralize to solve the imbalance sub-table size problem. The
PBD-Generalize can partition a large table into some balanced
sub-tables. However, PBD has high rule overhead (i.e., rule
redundancy).
In OBS [21], they consider the rule distribution problem
under heterogeneous flow rule policy (i.e., different endpoint policies for different flow paths) and heterogeneous
switch capability. In the sub-table allocation, the authors took
switches capacity and resources demand of each flow path to
form a linear programming problem and calculate suitable rule
space allocations for each flow path in each switch. In table
decomposition, the endpoint policies assigned to each flow
path will be partitioned to fit in the space allocated for the flow
path in each switch. The partition method is to map the endpoint policy rules on two-dimensional space according to their

predicate, i.e., source IP and destination IP addresses. The time
complexity of the sub-table allocation and the table decomposition are O(Nr f ) and O(Nr4 ), respectively, where f is the
number of flow paths. OBS requires fewer TCAM entries compared to Palette. However, OBS has higher computation cost.
YYY’s table decomposition takes O(Nr4 ), while Palette takes
O(Nr m). Since the endpoint policy rules are usually represented by five dimensions, the computation cost of OBS’s table
decomposition is O(Nr10 ), which is impractical. We evaluate
the performance of our method with Palette in Section V.
III. A LGORITHMS
In this section, we will show the Sub-table Allocation (SA)
algorithm and the Size-balancing Sub-table decomposition (SSP) algorithm, which are used to solve the sub-table
allocation problem and table decomposition problem, respectively.
For implementing network policies, network ingress
switches usually store the same rule table R which consists
of large numbers of rules in their TCAM (e.g., access control list). In this paper, due to the size limitation of TCAM,
we decompose the order-oblivious rule table R into sub-tables
and aim to distribute the sub-tables overall network switches.
So, the TCAM requirement of a single network switch could
be reduced. Like original rule table R, sub-tables can be
implemented by the TCAM in OpenFlow. Note that to guarantee semantically-invariant (i.e., unchanged network behavior),
rules tables without order-oblivious property, e.g., rule table
for implementing routing policies, are not applicable to rule
distribution.
A. Problem Formulation
In SDN, the controller has the global view of the underlying network. Therefore, the controller has the information
of the switches and the paths taken by different packet
flows. Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } be the set of n switches and
P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pf } be the set of f flow paths in the network.
The rules stored at an individual network ingress switch are
represented as R. A network ingress switch (also called entry
switch) is the first switch which a flow packet (from outside) encounters in a network. The two sub-problems, table
decomposition and sub-table allocation, are formally described
below.
Table decomposition problem: Given a network topology,
a rule table R, and an integer m. Decompose the rule table R
into m sub-tables t1 , t2 , . . . , tm such that the size difference
between the maximal-size sub-table and minimal-size-subtable is minimized.
Sub-table allocation problem: Given a network topology,
the set of flow paths P, and a rule table R. Maximize the
number of sub-tables (i.e., m) of rule table R and allocate
these sub-tables to network switches such that the following
two constraints are satisfied.
1. Each switch is assigned at most one sub-table.
2. Each sub-table has one or more copies in the network
to ensure that each flow packet visit all these m distinct
sub-tables.
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Since the sub-table allocation can be regarded as a Rainbow
Path Coloring problem that each sub-table represents a specific color, we use sub-table and color interchangeably below.
Let T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tm } be the set of the m sub-tables. An
example of sub-table allocation is shown in Fig. 1(a). There
are six switches (S = {s1 , . . . , s6 }) and three flow paths
(P = {p1 , p2 , p3 }) in a network. Each of the switches s1 , s2 , s5 ,
and s6 is a network ingress switch and contains a large table
R with all ACL (Access Control List) rules, and each R in
these network ingress switches is the same. Suppose we color
s1 and s6 with light gray and color s2 and s3 with dark gray,
then all the flow paths in P can travel the two types of colors,
which means we can partition R into two smaller sub-tables
(i.e., T = {t1 , t2 }), as shown in Fig. 1(b), where t1 is put
on switches s1 and s6 and t2 is put on switches s2 and s3 .
Therefore, all the flow paths in P can travel t1 and t2 in T.
B. Sub-Table Allocation (SA) Algorithm
In SA algorithm, we aim at maximizing the number of colors passed by each flow path. Note that each switch in S can
only be colored with at most one color. Hence, the length of
the shortest flow path is an upper bound on the number of colors. To increase the number of colors, SA aims to increase the
number of colors passing by the shortest flow paths. For this
purpose, SA considers the following four coloring strategies
in order.
Strategy 1: SA colors an uncolored switch that is passed by
most flow paths which are not colored with u, so that we can
reduce the number of switches allocated for a given color, and
hence increase the number of colors.
Strategy 2: SA colors an uncolored switch with u if the
switch lies on the least number of shortest paths which are
colored by u.
Strategy 3: SA colors an uncolored switch si , if the shortest path which si lies on is the longest among all uncolored
switches. In other words, SA avoids to color a switch lying
on short-length flow paths.
Strategy 4: SA colors an uncolored switch lying on a minimum number of flow paths.
Note that, for a given color u, only Strategy 1 is used for
determining the first switch to color with u. For determining
the i-th switch to color with u, where i>1, all strategies, i.e.,
Strategies 1, 2, 3, and 4, are used to determine the choice.
Given a new color u, SA algorithm will color an uncolored
switch with u according to four strategies we have mentioned
until all the flow paths in P pass at least one switch assigned
with color u. The SA algorithm will repeat above steps for
each new color until we cannot let all the flow paths in P
pass some switch with the new color after coloring all the
uncolored switches in S.
By the strategies above, SA can get more number of colors
than 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy [20], see Section V.
1) Detail of Sub-Table Allocation (SA) Algorithm: For ease
of discussion, we have the following definitions. For each
switch subset si ∈ S, let F(si ) denote the set of flow paths
that pass switch si . Let C(u) (C(u) ⊆ S) denote the set of
switches which have been colored with u. Initially, C(u) will
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be an empty set for a new color u. Define FA (C(u), si ) as
the set of the flow paths that have passed the switches colored with u after we color si with u. We define HA (u, si ) as
the intersection of the set of shortest flow paths colored with u
and the set of flow paths F(si ) if we color switch si with color
u. The number of flow paths in FA (C(u), si ) and HA (u, si ) are
denoted as |FA (C(u), si )| and |HA (u, si )|, respectively.
To implement the four strategies mentioned above, given
a color u, our SA algorithm will color an uncolored switch
according to the following four steps, if there exists a flow
path passing no switch colored with color u.
Step A.1: Determine a subset U1 of uncolored switches,
where each uncolored switch si in U1 has maximum |FA (C(u), si )| (i.e., si lying on most flow
paths which are uncolored with u).
Step A.2: case 1: If no switch in the network has been
colored with u (i.e., C(u) = ∅), color arbitrary
one switch in U 1 and go to Step A.1.
case 2: If C(u) = ∅ and |U1 | = 1, then color the
switch in U 1 . Otherwise, goto Step B.
Step B: Determine a subset of U 1 , called U 2 , where
each uncolored switch si in U 2 has minimum
|HA (u, si )| (i.e., determine the set of switches
lying on the least number of shortest paths which
are colored with u). If U 2 consists of exactly one
switch sj , assign sj with color u. Otherwise, go
to Step C.
Step C: Determine a subset of U 2 , called U 3 , where for
each uncolored switch si in U 3 , F(si ) has the
longest shortest flow path among U 2 . If U 3 consists of exactly one switch sj , color sj with u.
Otherwise, go to Step D.
Step D: Determine a subset of U 3 , called U 4 , where for
each uncolored switch si in U 4 has minimum
|F(si )|. Arbitrarily choose a switch si in U 4 .
Here, we illustrate SA algorithm with an example in Fig. 2.
There are four flow paths (P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , p4 }) and eight
switches (S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s8 }) in the network. A big table R
is stored at the network ingress switches s1 , s3 , and s4 . The
shortest flow paths in the network are p1 and p2 . The relations
between flow paths and switches in Fig. 2 can be presented
in Table I.
For the first color u1 , we will select an uncolored switch
by Step A. Initially, C(u1 ) is empty. Since |FA (C(u1 ), s1 )|,
|FA (C(u1 ), s3 )|, |FA (C(u1 ), s4 )|, and |FA (C(u1 ), s8 )| all have
the same maximum value (i.e., three), we can arbitrarily color
one of s1 , s3 , s4 , s8 with u1 . Suppose we first color s1 with
u1 , then p2 , p3 , and p4 can pass the switch colored with u1 .
Since there are no switches on p1 colored with u1 , we need
to color another switch to let p1 pass the switch colored with
u1 . The uncolored switches s4 and s6 both in U 1 , U 2 , and U 3 .
By Step D, we color s6 with u1 , because |F(s6 )| is lower than
|F(s4 )|. Thus, all the flow paths in P pass the switch colored
with u1 after coloring s6 , as shown in Table II(a).
For the second color u2 , we first color s3 in U 1 with u2 .
Refer to Table II(a), after coloring s3 , p1 , p2 , and p3 can pass
the switch colored with u2 . To let p4 pass the switch colored with u2 , we need to color another switch. The uncolored
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Fig. 3.

The sub-tables allocation of Fig. 2 after SA algorithm.

TABLE II
T HE C OLORING R ESULTS OF TABLE I U SING SA A LGORITHM

Fig. 1. A network example of distributing the ACL rules. (a) ACL rules are
placed at the network ingress switches. (b) Distributing the ACL rules across
the network switches.

Fig. 2.

A network topology example.
TABLE I
T HE R ELATIONS OF F LOW PATHS AND S WITCHES IN F IG . 2

switches s2 and s7 both meet conditions 1 and 2. By Step C, the
shortest flow path contains s7 has longer path length (i.e., p4 )
than the shortest flow path contains s2 (i.e., p3 ). Therefore, we
will color s7 with u2 . The coloring result of u2 is shown in
Table II(b).
For the third color u3 , we first color s4 with u3 at
Step A. After coloring s4 , p1 , p3 , and p4 can pass the switch
colored with u3 . To let p2 pass the switch colored with u3 ,
we need to color another uncolored switch. The uncolored
switches s5 and s8 are both in U 1 . However, coloring s8
will let the shortest path flow (i.e., p1 ) pass two switches
with the same color u3 (i.e., s4 and s8 ). Therefore, we select
s5 (|HA (u3 , s5 )| = 0) instead of s8 (|HA (u3 , s8 )| = 1). The coloring result of u3 is shown in Table II(c). Similarly, for the
fourth color u4 , we will color s8 and s2 with u4 . The coloring

result of u4 is shown in Table II(d). In this example, we can let
all the flow paths in P pass four different colors (i.e., m = 4),
which is equal to the length of the shortest flow path (i.e., p1
and p2 ). Therefore, we can partition the large table R into four
different sub-tables (i.e., T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }) in the following
SSP algorithm. The sub-tables allocation result is shown in
Fig. 3, where t1 represents u1 , t2 represents u2 , and so on.
Our SA algorithm is shown in the algorithm 1 below. We
use an integer (color) to represent each different color and
we first set the color of all the switches to 0, as shown in
line 1. Line 2 checks if we have to terminate the SA algorithm.
Lines 3-5 select a switch which meets the condition 1 when
C(color) is empty. Lines 6-13 select a switch according to the
condition 1-4 when C(color) is not empty. Lines 14-19 update
the color of the selected switch and change the color if all flow
paths pass the current color. Line 20 returns the final number
of colors we can obtain.
C. Size-Balancing Sub-Table Decomposition (SSP) Algorithm
In SSP algorithm, we aim at partitioning the original large
table R into m smaller balanced sub-tables and reduce the
rule overhead so that we can use fewer TCAM entries in
each switch. In SSP algorithm, we will first create m empty
sub-tables and let the original large table R be one of the
sub-table, where SA determines m. For each partition, we will
find the largest sub-table and the smallest sub-table among
the m sub-tables. Next, we will move some rows from the
largest sub-table to the smallest sub-table according to our
rules partitioning scheme. We will repeat above steps until the
size difference between the largest sub-table and the smallest
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Algorithm 1 Sub-Tables Allocation (SA) Algorithm
Input: P: the set of flow paths; S: the set of switches;
Output: m: The number of colors obtained from the network;
1. Initially, set color← 1, C(color)← ∅, and si .color←0
for all si ∈ S;
2. while (There are si ∈ S that si .color = 0 and color - 1 is
lower than the length of the shortest flow path in P) do
3.
U 1 determined by Step A.1;
4.
if (C(color)= ∅) then
5.
Arbitrarily select a switch si from U 1 ;
6.
else
7.
if (|U 1 |> 1) then K=U 2 determined by Step B; end if
8.
if (|U 2 |> 1) then K=U 3 determined by Step C; end if
9.
if (|U 3 |> 1) then K=U 4 determined by Step D; end if
10.
Arbitrarily select a switch si from K;
11. end if
12. si .color←color;
13. C(color)←C(color) ∪ si ;
14. if (All the flow paths in P pass color) then
15.
color←color + 1;
16.
C(color)← ∅;
17.
end if
18. end while
19. m←color - 1;
20. return m;
TABLE III
A N SDN RULE TABLE E XAMPLE

sub-table is smaller than a threshold. Therefore, the size of
each partitioned sub-table will be more balanced. In addition,
we try to reduce the rule overhead in each partition, so that
we can get lower rule overhead.
By reducing rule overhead and improve the sub-table size
balance, our SSP uses TCAM entries fewer than state of the
art, PBD and PBD-Generalize [20].
1) Detail of Size-Balancing Sub-Table Decomposition
(SSP): In the following, we first describe partition procedure
of SSP algorithm. Let Tmax and Tmin be the largest sub-table
and the smallest sub-table in T, respectively. Initially, all the
m sub-tables t1 . . . tm in T will be empty except t1 , where t1
represents the original large table R. The number of rules in
Tmax and Tmin are denoted as |Tmax | and |Tmin |, respectively.
Let ni (b) denote the number of value b at the i-th column in
a sub-table where b∈{0, 1, *}. For example in column 2 of
Table III, ni (1) = 6, ni (0) = 5, and ni (∗) = 1.
Let bmaxi = 1(bmini = 0) if ni (1) ≥ ni (0), and bmaxi =
0(bmini = 1) otherwise. Note that, the number of rules in
Tmax can be denoted as ni (bmaxi ) + ni (bmini ) + ni (*) for
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TABLE IV
R ESULTS OF THE F IRST PARTITION

0 ≤ i ≤ 103 (because a single row in TCAM table consists
of 104 bits). In each partition, we will select a column i in
Tmax and move the rules (rows) with bit value = bmini in
column i to Tmin . Since * represents 0 or 1, the rules with *
at the i-th column will be duplicated on Tmax and Tmin , but
the * at the i-th column of Tmax and Tmin will be replaced
with the bit value bmaxi and bmini , respectively. Therefore,
we can make sure that each partition will follow semanticallyinvariant property. Let sum(i) denote the sum of the size of
TAmax and TAmin , where TAmax and TAmin are the size of Tmax and
Tmin , respectively, after the partition. For example, assume
there are twelve rules (r1 , r2 , . . . , r12 ) in SDN rule table R
as shown in Table III. Suppose we want to partition R into
three sub-tables (i.e., T = {t1 , t2 , t3 }). Initially, R = t1 is
Tmax and t2 is Tmin . That is, |Tmax |=|t1 |=12 and |Tmin |=|t2 |=0.
Assume that we want to partition Tmax based on column two.
The value of n2 (0), n2 (1), and n2 (*) are 6, 5, and 1, respectively. Since n2 (1)> n2 (0), bmax2 and bmin2 are equal to 1 and
0, respectively. Thus, we will move the rules with bit value
= bmin2 = 0 at column two (i.e., r1 , r3 , r4 , r11 , r12 ) from
Tmax to Tmin and replicate the rules with * at column two (i.e.,
r6 ) to Tmin . Since r6 is the only rule that has * value in column
two, the bit value at column two of r6 in Tmax and Tmin will
be replaced by bmax2 =1 and bmin2 =0, respectively. The partition results of original Tmax and Tmin are shown in Table IV(a)
A | = 7 and |T A | = 6, i.e.,
and Table IV(b). Obviously, |Tmax
min
A
A
sum(2) = |Tmax | + |Tmin | = 13.
Summarizing the discussion above, sum(i) is equal to
|Tmax | + |Tmin | + ni (∗). We can observe that the number of
rule overhead produced after each partition is equal to ni (*).
Therefore, we would like to choose a column i with minimal
ni (*).
Let d(i) denote the size difference between TAmax and TAmin .
A | − |T A || = |n (bmax ) –n (bmin ) –
We have d(i) = ||Tmax
i
i
i
i
min
|Tmin ||. Selecting a column i with minimum d(i) can balance
the size of TAmax and TAmin . However, it may produce large rule
overhead ni (*) and increases sub-table size. Thus, there exists
a tradeoff between TCAM usage sum(i) and table size balance
d(i).
In SSP algorithm, we consider not only to reduce rule
overhead but also reduce the size difference between the
largest sub-table and the smallest sub-table. Therefore, let
v(i) = α ∗ sum(i) + (1 − α)d(i), where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, be the metric for selecting the partition column i. In each partition, SSP
algorithm will select a column i with minimum v(i). According
to our simulation results, we set α = 0.8.
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To reduce the size difference between TAmax and TAmin , SSP
algorithm will select a column i in Tmax that satisfies the constraint shown in formula (1). Furthermore, we need to make
sure that the size of TAmin will lower than the original Tmax , as
the constraint shown in (2). So, we can guarantee that the size
of new Tmax is smaller than or equal to the size of old Tmax .
d(i) < |Tmax | − |Tmin |
A
|Tmin
| < |Tmax |

(1)
(2)

Let E(e) = e × Nr /m, 0 ≤ e ≤ 1 denote the termination
threshold of SSP algorithm, where Nr represents the number
of rules in R. SSP algorithm will terminate when the size difference between current Tmax and Tmin is lower than E(e).
Clearly, small e results in balance sub-table size, but high
computation cost (more partitions) and high rule overhead.
In contrast, large e results in low computation cost, low rule
overhead, but imbalance sub-table size. According to our simulations, we set e = 0.5 if the number of rules in original R is
small (less than or equal to 5000 rules), and e = 0.3 otherwise.
IV. T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS
A. TCAM Usage Reduction
Note that, after we remove some rules from the Tmax to Tmin ,
the new Tmax and new Tmin are denoted as T’max and T’min ,
respectively. Here, we prove that the SSP algorithm satisfies
|Tmax | − |Tmin | ≤ |Tmax | − |Tmin | after we remove some rules
from the Tmax to Tmin .
Theorem 1: |Tmax |−|Tmin | ≤ |Tmax |−|Tmin | holds after SSP
moves some rules from the Tmax to Tmin .
Proof: First, we prove that |Tmax | ≤ |Tmax | by considering
the following three subcases.
A |. Then we have |T
A
Case 1a: |Tmax | = |Tmax
max | = |Tmax | =
ni (bmaxi ) + ni (∗) ≤ |Tmax | = ni (bmaxi ) + ni (bmini ) + ni (∗).
Obviously, when |Tmax | = |Tmax |, we have ni (bmini ) = 0.
That is, there is no benefit in this decomposition. So, the
decomposition will not be executed. Hence, |Tmax | < |Tmax |.
A |. Then we have |T A | = |T
Case 1b: |Tmax | = |Tmin
max | <
min
|Tmax | by formula (2).
A , T A }, i.e., T
Case 1c: T’max ∈ T − {Tmax
max = {t|t ∈ T, t  =
min
A
A
Tmax and t = Tmin }. Clearly, |Tmax | ≤ |Tmax |.
Next, we show that |Tmin | ≥ |Tmin | by proving the following
three subcases.
A |. Then we have |T
A
Case 2a: |Tmin | = |Tmin
min | = |Tmin | =
ni (bmini ) + ni (∗) + |Tmin | > |Tmin |.
A |. By formula (1), d(i) = |T A | −
Case 2b: |Tmin | = |Tmax
min
A | − |T A | = n (bmin ) +
A
|Tmax | < |Tmax | − |Tmin |. Since |Tmin
i
i
max
ni (∗) + |Tmin | − (ni (bmaxi ) + ni (∗)) and |Tmax | − |Tmin | =
ni (bmaxi ) + ni (bmini ) + ni (∗) − |Tmin |, we have that 2|Tmin | +
A |, i.e., |T
A
ni (∗) < 2ni (bmaxi ) ≤ 2|Tmax
min | + 1/2ni (∗) < |Tmax |.
A
So, |Tmin | < |Tmax | = |Tmin |.
A , T A }, i.e., T
Case 2c: Tmin ∈ T − {Tmax
min
min = {t|t ∈ T, t  =
A
A
Tmax and t = Tmin }. Clearly, |Tmin | ≥ |Tmin |.
According to the discussion above, |Tmax | − |Tmin | ≤
|Tmax | − |Tmin | holds.
Theorem 2: Tmax | − |Tmin | < |Tmax | − |Tmin | holds after Z
partitions in SSP, where Z ≤ m − 1.

TABLE V
VALUE OF sum(i), d(i), AND v(i) FOR E ACH C OLUMN i IN TABLE III

Proof: By Theorem 1, we have that |Tmax | − |Tmin | =
|Tmax | − |Tmin | holds, when both subcase 2a and subcase 2c
hold. If the subcases 1c and 2c of Theorem 1 hold after
a partition, we claim that |Tmax | − |Tmin |<|Tmax | − |Tmin |
holds after min(k1 −1, k2 − 1) partitions, where k1 and k2
are the number of sub-tables whose sizes are equal to |Tmax |
A |
and |Tmin |, respectively. In subcase 1c (i.e., |Tmax | = |Tmax
A
A
and |Tmax | = |Tmin |), we have that |Tmax | < |Tmax |. In subA
A | and |T
cases 2c (i.e., |Tmin | = |Tmax
min |  = |Tmin |), we have
A
|Tmin | > |Tmin | after a partition. Therefore, the number of subtables whose sizes are equal to |Tmax | or |Tmin | will decrease
after a partition. Hence, |Tmax | − |Tmin | < |Tmax | − |Tmin |
will hold after min(k1 − 1, k2 − 1 ) partitions. Obviously,
min(k1 − 1, k2 − 1) ≤ m − 1. So, the theorem holds.
Here, we illustrate our SSP algorithm with the SDN rule
table example as shown in Table III. Assume there are twelve
rules (r1 , r2 , . . . , r12 ) in the table R and suppose we want to
partition R into three smaller sub-tables (T = {t1 , t2 , t3 }). We
set α = 0.8 and e = 0.5. Initially, R = t1 is Tmax and t2 is
Tmin . Therefore, the current Tmax and Tmin will be t1 and t2 ,
respectively. Since |Tmax | − |Tmin | > E(0.5) = 2, we will start
the first partition. According to Table V, column two in Tmax
has the minimum index value (i.e., v(2) is minimum), and if we
move a number of rules from Tmax to Tmin according to column
two, we can satisfy the constraints in formulas (1) and (2).
Therefore, we move the rules in t1 which have value bmin2
at column two to t2 and duplicate the rules in t1 which have
* at column two to t2 . The partition results of t1 and t2 are
shown in Table IV(a) and Table IV(b).
After the first partition, the Tmax remains t1 (7 rules), and
the Tmin becomes t3 (empty). Because |Tmax | − |Tmin | >
E(0.5) = 2, we continue the second partition. SSP algorithm will partition Tmax at column three, and the partition
results of t1 and t3 are shown in Table VI(a) and Table VI(b),
respectively. After the second partition, the Tmax becomes
t2 (6 rules), and the Tmin remains t3 (2 rules). Because
|Tmax | − |Tmin | > E(0.5) = 2, we continue the third partition.
Similarly, SSP algorithm will partition Tmax at column four,
and the results of t2 and t3 are shown in Table VII(b) and
Table VII(c). After the third partition, Tmax becomes t1 (=
5 rules), and Tmin becomes t2 (= 4 rules). Since |Tmax | −
|Tmin | < E(0.5) = 2, SSP algorithm will terminate. The results
of the three sub-tables are shown in Table VII.
Our SSP algorithm is summarized in the algorithm 2 below.
At the beginning of SSP algorithm, we first construct m empty
sub-tables and let R as t1 , as shown in Line 1. Therefore,
we can get the current Tmax and Tmin as shown in Line 2.
Line 3 checks if we need to terminate our SSP algorithm.
Lines 4-9 show the partition procedure of finding a column
i in Tmax and balancing the size of Tmax and Tmin . Lines
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TABLE VI
R ESULTS OF THE S ECOND PARTITION

TABLE VII
R ESULTS OF THE T HIRD PARTITION

Algorithm 2 Size-Balancing Sub-Tables Partition (SSP)
Algorithm
Input: R: original large table stored at an ingress switch;
m: number of partitioned sub-tables (m > 1);
α: a parameter in index value v(i);
e: a parameter in termination threshold E(e);
Output: T: the set of partitioned sub-tables.
1. Set ti ← ∅ for all ti ∈T, t1 ←R;
2. Tmax ←t1 , Tmin ←t2 ;
3. while (|Tmax |- |Tmin |> E(e)) do
4.
i← ∅;
5.
i←a column in Tmax which has minimum index value
and satisfies formulas (1) and (2);
6.
if (i  = ∅) then
7.
Move the rules in Tmax which have bmini at column i
to Tmin ;
8.
Replicate the rules in Tmax which have * at column i
and move them to Tmin ;
9.
Replace the rules which have * at column i in Tmax
and Tmin with bmaxi and bmini , respectively;
10.
Tmax ←current largest sub-table in T;
11.
Tmin ←current smallest sub-table in T;
12.
else
13.
break;
14.
end if
15. end while
16. return T;

10-11 update the new Tmax and Tmin . Lines 12-14 terminate
SSP algorithm if we cannot find any column i in line 5. Line
16 returns the partition result of m sub-tables.
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B. Time Complexity Analysis
In SA algorithm, we color an un-colored switch chosen
from all uncolored switches by executing the four steps in
Section III-B. The SA algorithm will repeat the process above
until all the uncolored switches have been colored or the number of colors obtained is equal to the shortest flow path length
in the network. Let n denote the number of switches in S and
f denote the number of flow paths in P. Clearly, SP should
color all switches in the worst case. So, the time complexity
of SA algorithm is O(f (n + (n − 1) + . . . + 1)) = O(n2 f ).
In SSP algorithm, let Nr and Nc be the number of
rules (rows) and the number of columns in table R, respectively. Initially, we have |Tmax | = |t1 | = Nr . First, we need
to calculate the value of ni (0), ni (1), and ni (*) for each
column i in Tmax , which takes O(Nc Nr ). Second, we take
O(Nc ) to select a column i in Tmax which has minimum
value v(i). Third, we will move a number of rules in
Tmax which have value = bmini at column i to Tmin and
duplicate the rules which have * at column i to Tmin . For
each rule, we take O(2Nc ) to update the value of ni (0),
ni (1), and ni (*) for each column i in both Tmax and Tmin .
According to Theorem 2, we do at most m − 1 partitions
to let |Tmax | − |Tmin | < |Tmax | − |Tmin |. Since we have
|Tmax | = |t1 | = Nr and |Tmin | = |t2 | = |t3 | = . . . = |tm | = 0 at
the beginning, we need at most (Nr − 1)(m − 1) partitions such
that
|Tmin | = |Tmin | + (Nr − 1) = (Nr − 1) < |Tmax | = Nr .
For (Nr − 1)(m − 1) partitions, SA’s computation cost is
O(Nc (Nr − 1)(m − 1) ) and SSP has computation cost
O(2Nc (Nr − 1)(m − 1)). Note that Nc is a constant. Therefore,
the time complexity is O(3Nc (Nr − 1)(m − 1)) = O(mNc Nr )
= O(mNr ).
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of our SA and
SSP to state of the art, 1-Greedy [20] and 2-Greedy [20], and
PBD [20] and PBD-Generalize [20], respectively.
A. Simulation Environment
We use a C++ programming language to implement the
following simulations. For sub-table allocation, there are two
kinds of topologies, small topology (including 9 ∼13 switches)
and large topology (including 60 ∼ 140 switches). All topologies and the flow paths are randomly generated. Each simulation is the average results of 100 random topologies. Since
sub-table allocation problem is NP-hard, we only implement
the optimal solution on small topologies in the following simulations. For table decomposition, we use ClassBench [22] to
generate different types of network policies (or network rules),
which includes FW (Firewall), ACL (Access Control List), and
IPC (IP Chain). ClassBench uses the real data center database
to generate synthetic rule policy with desired rule number. In
the following, we obtained the simulation results with 95%
confidence interval.
B. Simulation Results
1) Computation Cost: The experiments are running on Intel
Core i7-6700 (3.4Ghz) processors with 16 GB memory on
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Fig. 4.

Average number of colors under different number of switches.

Fig. 5.
paths.

Average number of colors obtained under different number of flow

Windows 10 64-bit operating system. According to our simulation, SA algorithm takes about 0.1 milliseconds to obtain the
number of colors for the network topology with 100 switches,
50 flow paths, and the shortest flow path length is 8. The
computation time of SA is similar to that of 1-Greedy and is
about 1/50 of that of 2-Greedy. SSP algorithm takes about
0.15 ∼ 0.25 seconds to partition 10,000 rules into 2 ∼
10 smaller sub-tables, which is approximately the same as
that of PBD and lower than that of PBD-Generalize. This is
because PBD-Generalize produces more redundant rules than
PBD and SSP during the table decomposition process.
2) Number of Colors/Sub-Tables: Fig. 4 shows the average
number of colors obtained in the large topology under a different number of switches. We fix the number of flow paths to
60, and the shortest flow path length is 8. Our SA algorithms
can get more colors than 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy. Although
the 2-Greedy algorithm is close to SA algorithm, the time
complexity of SA algorithm is less than 2-Gready one.
Fig. 5 shows the average number of color in the large
topology under a different number of flow paths. We fix
the number of switches to 100, and the shortest flow path
length is 8. Our SA algorithm can get more colors than
1-Greedy and 2-Greedy. We can observe that the number of
colors obtained from three algorithms decrease as the number of flow paths increases because we have to color more
switches to let each flow paths pass a specific color.
Fig. 6 shows the average number of color in the large topology under different shortest flow path lengths. The longest flow
path length is set to 20. We fix the number of switches to 100
and the number of flow paths to 50. Our SA algorithms can
get more colors than 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy ones.

Fig. 6. Average number of colors obtained under different shortest flow path
length.

Fig. 7.

Number of colors under different number of switches.

Fig. 8.

Number of colors under different number of flow paths.

Fig. 9.

Number of colors under different shortest flow path length.

To illustrate how close the performance of these approaches
is to the optimal one, Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 show the number of colors obtained from each algorithm. Since sub-table allocation
problem is NP-hard, we only implement the optimal solution
on small topologies in the following simulations.
Fig. 7 shows the number of colors (sub-tables) under a different number of switches. We set the number of flow paths
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Fig. 10.
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Degree of balance of SSP with different value of α.

to 16 and the shortest flow path length to 4. We can observe
that the number of colors obtained from SA algorithm is larger
than 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy, and SA algorithm is very close
to the optimal solution. This is because SA algorithm reduces
the probability that more than one switch lying on the same
short flow path are assigned to the same color. Obviously, the
number of colors obtained from the three algorithms increases
as the number of switches increases when the number of flow
paths and the shortest flow paths length are fixed.
Fig. 8 shows the number of colors under a different number
of flow paths. We fix the number of switches to 10 and the
shortest flow path length to 4. The SA algorithm can obtain
more colors than 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy, and the number of
colors obtained from SA algorithm is close to the optimal
solution. Similar to Fig. 5, the number of colors obtained from
all algorithms decrease as the number of flow paths decreases.
Fig. 9 shows the number of colors under different shortest
flow path length. We fix the number of switches to 10 and
number of flow paths to 16. The number of colors obtained
from SA algorithm is larger than 1-Greedy and 2-Greedy. The
number of colors obtained from all algorithms increases as the
shortest flow path length increases. This is because the number
of colors is limited by the shortest flow path.
3) Table Size Balance: To evaluate the performance (degree
of table size balance) of table decomposition algorithms, we
define the metric degree of balance = |R|/(m|Tmax |), where R
denotes the size of the original large table in each network
ingress switch, the largest sub-table size |Tmax | produced by
a table decomposition algorithm, and number of partitioned
sub-tables m. The value of the degree of balance is between
0 and 1. A high degree of balance (close to 1) represents
balanced sub-table size. In the simulations of Fig. 10, Fig. 11
and Fig. 12, we use 30 rule-sets with rules from 1,000 to
10,000 to calculate the degree of balance.
Parameter (α) setting for our SSP: Fig. 10 shows the
degree of balance of the SSP algorithm with different α under
different number of partitioned sub-tables (m). We set parameter e = 0.3. When α = 0, SSP algorithm intends to select
a column to balance the size of Tmax and Tmin at each partition,
which significantly decreases degthe ree of balance (because
rule redundancy and Tmax significantly increase). In contrast,
when α = 1, SSP algorithm intends to select a column which
produces low rule redundancy in each partition, and thus the

Fig. 11.

Degree of balance of SSP with different value of e.

Fig. 12.

Degree of balance of PBD, PBD-Generalize, and SSP algorithms.

size difference between Tmax and Tmin may increase at each
partition. In order to balance the size of Tmax and Tmin , SSP
need to do more partitions and may produce more rule overheads, which decreases degrthe ee of balance. In Fig. 10, we
can get a better degree of balance when α is equal to 0.8.
Thus, we set α = 0.8 in SSP algorithm.
Parameter (e) setting for our SSP: Fig. 11 shows the
degree of balance of the SSP algorithm with different e under
different number of partitioned sub-tables (m). We compare
different e for α = 0.8. When e is low (e.g., e = 0.1), subtables size tends to be more balanced. However, SSP algorithm
has to do more partitions and has high rule overhead, so that
the size of Tmax increases and the degree of balance decreases
(e.g., when m = 5 and 6). In contrast, large e (e.g., e = 1) produces low rule overhead. However, the sub-table size will be
imbalanced and make large Tmax , so that the degree of balance
will decrease dramatically (especially when m is not the power
of two). According to the result of Fig. 11, we set e = 0.3 in
SSP algorithm, which has the better degree of balance.
Fig. 12 shows the degree of balance of PBD, PBDGeneralize, and SSP algorithm under different number of
partitioned sub-tables (m). In SSP, we set α = 0.8 and e = 0.3.
PBD gets a high degree of balance when m is the power of
two. The PBD scheme divides the table at each iteration so
that the maximum size of the resulting two sub-table sizes
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Fig. 15. Maximum TCAM size required under different number of switches.

Fig. 13.

Maximum TCAM size required under different topologies.

Fig. 14.

Maximum TCAM size required under different number of rules.

is minimized, the sizes of the resulting two sub-tables after
each iteration tend to be almost equal. Therefore, when m is
not a power of two, the partition sizes would be imbalanced.
Although PBD-Generalize tries to balance sub-tables size, it
may produce high rule overhead and will increase the size of
sub-tables in each partition, which leads to a low degree of
balance. Our SSP algorithm performs a better degree of balance than PBD and PBD-Generalize, and SSP algorithm has
a degree of balance similar to that of PBD when m is the
power of two. This is because SSP can balance all the subtables size and has low rule overhead, so that the maximum
sub-table size is smaller than PBD and PBD-Generalize.
4) TCAM Usage: In this subsection, we show the maximum TCAM size required for five combinations, including
1-Greedy combines with PBD, 2-Greedy combines with PBD,
1-Greedy combines with PBD-Generalize, 2-Greedy combines
with PBD-Generalize, and SA combines with SSP. In the

simulations of Fig. 13 and Fig. 15, we use 15 rule-sets
of 10,000 rules to calculate the average maximum TCAM
size. As for Fig. 14, we use three rule-sets of 5000 rules,
10,000 rules and 15,000 rules to calculate the average maximum TCAM size.
Fig. 13 shows the maximum TCAM requirement under
different topologies. We can observe that our algorithm
(SA+SSP) has the smallest maximum TCAM requirement
compares to other four combinations among all the topologies. This is because we can get more number of partitioned
sub-tables (m) in SA algorithm and a higher degree of balance
in SSP algorithm than previous works. The 2-Greedy usually
has lower TCAM requirement than 1-Greedy.
Fig. 14 shows the maximum TCAM requirement under
different number of rules. We consider the topology with
100 switches, 50 flow paths, and the shortest flow path length
is 10. Our algorithm (SA+SSP) has the smallest TCAM
requirement compares to other four combinations. This is
because we can get more number of partitioned sub-tables (m)
in SA algorithm while getting a higher degree of balance in
SSP algorithm than previous works. Fig. 14 also shows that
our approach has much lower TCAM requirement than the
previous works, especially when the number of rules is large.
Fig. 15 shows the maximum TCAM requirement under different number of switches. We fix the number of flow paths
to 50 and the shortest flow path length to 10. Our algorithm
(SA+SSP) has the smallest TCAM requirement compares to
other four combinations. This is because we can get more
number of partitioned sub-tables (m) in SA algorithm and
a higher degree of balance in SSP algorithm than previous
works. As the number of switches increases, all the five combinations has smaller TCAM requirements. This is because the
number of colors obtained by all algorithms will increase as
the number of switches increases.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on rule distribution and TCAM
shortage problem in SDN. Our goal is to decompose the
large TCAM table stored at network ingress switch into some
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smaller sub-tables and distribute them across the network
switches so that each switch will have smaller TCAM subtable. We propose SA and SSP algorithms to cope with
this problem. SA algorithm determines the number of subtables (i.e., m) and allocates these sub-tables in network
switches. SA reduces the TCAM requirement of each switch
by increasing m. Compared to state of the art, 1-Greedy, and
2-Greedy [20], SA algorithm can partition a high number of
sub-tables (i.e., colors) to reduce all the sub-table size and
has computation cost similar to 1-Greedy but much lower
than that of the 2-Greedy method. SSP algorithm partitions
the rule table R in a network ingress switch into m small
and size-balance sub-tables. Compared to PBD and PBDGeneralize, SSP algorithm can balance all the sub-tables size
and has low rule overhead. Compared to state of the art, i.e.,
1-Greedy and 2-Greedy with PBD and PBD-Generalize algorithms, our SA + SSP algorithms use fewer TCAM entries to
store network access control rules.
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